ASMSU closes Black Office

By JEAN SADLER

Assistant Campus Editor

The Office of Black Affairs has been closed, according to a statement released by the Student Board of ASMSU, in a 5 to 1 vote after a 25 minute debate. The statement approved the motion of Student Boards, vote as a new directive of Black Affairs can be appointed or elected by the black student body. For the first time, the President of the Board has been presented to the Board.

Wardz and that he was "not convinced to make this decision," he was also the motion of the board.

Michael Hudson, director of the Office of Black Affairs, praised the new strategy as a "positive step forward." The office has been closed, he said, to "provide a more effective and efficient way of serving the black community." The decision was made after months of discussion and deliberation by the board.

ASMSU project earns official Wharton nod

By BARBARA PARKER

President Wharton affirmed his support for the project during a recent systemwide, affirmative action effort, saying it was "a bold move in the right direction." The project, which was approved by the Student Board of ASMSU, has also been supported by the administration, which has allocated $1 million to the project. Wharton said the project is "an important step in ensuring that all students have access to the resources they need to succeed." The project will include a new center for diversity and inclusion, as well as a new office for student affairs.

Approval sought

Dickerson offers liquor proposition to MSU trustees

By MARLYN PATTERSON

State News Staff Writer

The MSU Board of Trustees, led by President Dickerson, has recommended a liquor proposition to the MSU Board of Trustees, meeting on its own premises. The proposal would allow the sale of alcoholic beverages on the MSU campus, subject to certain regulations.

The proposal would allow the sale of alcoholic beverages on the MSU campus, subject to certain regulations. The proposal would also authorize the sale of alcoholic beverages to off-campus entities, subject to certain conditions. The proposal would also authorize the sale of alcoholic beverages to off-campus entities, subject to certain conditions.

The proposal would allow the sale of alcoholic beverages on the MSU campus, subject to certain regulations. The proposal would also authorize the sale of alcoholic beverages to off-campus entities, subject to certain conditions. The proposal would also authorize the sale of alcoholic beverages to off-campus entities, subject to certain conditions.

The proposal would allow the sale of alcoholic beverages on the MSU campus, subject to certain regulations. The proposal would also authorize the sale of alcoholic beverages to off-campus entities, subject to certain conditions. The proposal would also authorize the sale of alcoholic beverages to off-campus entities, subject to certain conditions.
Alcoholic units seek funds

By SHARON TEMPLETON
State News Staff Writer

More than 100 citizens from various private and community organizations throughout Michigan held a special legislative committee hearing Thursday that the state needs a comprehensive, statewide alcoholism treatment program.

Supporting the "Wolverine" staff, Attorney General Kosinski on alcoholism, a coalition of more than 60 groups, asked for more state support of efforts to treat alcoholics.

The group's main attack was on the result of state cuts to alcoholism treatment agencies. It asked for $250,000 in funds, "more than enough," he added.

Kosinski said that the $250,000 that has been allocated so far from federal liquor license revenue should be used to set up a statewide comprehensive alcoholism treatment agency.

Be explained that legislation and other facilities in the state have a limited number of programs because of lack of funds.

"To be sure, the problem of drug abuse in Michigan is serious and needs attention," he said. "But the blame of drug abuse reaches a far greater number of people and affects a far greater number of families than the tobacco industry and those around him.

So that there are 120,000 heroin users in the Detroit area, compared to 120,000 alcoholics, a ratio of more than 10 to 1. Witness on behalf of new state funds for alcoholic citizens included the selection of several local alcoholism treatment agencies and persons who had been alcoholics.

George Williams, president of the Michigan Alcoholics Anonymous Association, said the present level of state funding for the treatment programs is unable to provide anything more than custodial services.

"There should be at the state level an annual, organized legislative day to delve into all of these problems in order to help them and make sure that the money is spent properly," he said.

Father Vaughn, director of Detroit's Catholic Blind Clinic, testified that limited funds have been used to set up an "inadequate and primitive" bomb.

"There should be at least $100,000 that has been allocated in the legislature figure over some months, the governor's office for the last two years has been failed to refinance the state's legislative spending.
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APPONTEE ADVISERS

Milliken starts attack on state economic slowdown

By LARRY LEE

State News Bureau Gov. Milliken told the Michigan Legislative Joint Committee on Tuesday that he is ready to make a full frontal assault on the state's image of a stagnant economy.

"The time for such things as guns and ammunition and not for oranges and oranges," Milliken said in one of his most trenchant attacks on the state's image. "The time for such things as guns and ammunition and for oranges and oranges," Milliken said in one of his most trenchant attacks on the state's image.

The governor's attack on the state's economy comes after months of criticism from the state's business leaders, who have charged that the state's economy is in a state of decline.
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The danger involved in adherence to past

At a recent panel discussion on U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia, Herbert D. Spivak, diplomat in residence and visiting professor at M.S.U., attempted to justify many of our present policies in the region, particularly in Vietnam. As expected, his argument was based on the assumptions that the Nixon Administration's stated goal of achieving an "honorable" and "nonsimultaneous" war and victory in Vietnam was grossly in error. Spivak cited three main points in support of his case:

1. The South Vietnamese government must be left alone in trying to extricate the U.S. from the mess it finds itself in.
2. The American public is already beginning to realize that the war is lost and that we are not solving any of the problems.
3. The Vietnamese people are not necessarily against the war, but they are against the United States.

However, Spivak's argument for continuing our policies in the region is based on a series of assumptions that are not only unrealistic but also dangerous. First, he assumes that the United States can influence the Vietnamese government and people to their liking. This is simply not true. The Vietnamese people have their own ideas about what constitutes a just and equitable world order. Second, Spivak assumes that the Vietnamese people are not fighting the war for the same reasons that we are. This is a fallacy, for the Vietnamese people are fighting for their independence and national self-determination. Finally, Spivak assumes that the war is a lost cause and that no further effort should be made to achieve a peaceful settlement. This is a dangerous assumption, for it could lead to a further escalation of the conflict.

The Office of Education zaps land grant institutions

The Federal Office of Education has decided that the land grant college system in America is an anachronism. In its report, the Office of Education pointed out that land grant institutions were not the most efficient way to deliver education to the masses. The report recommended that the land grant system be replaced by a system of distance education.

However, the report was met with criticism from those who believe that the land grant system is essential to the development of the nation's rural areas. They argued that the land grant system provides a valuable service to the nation by providing education and research to rural areas.

The lower comprehensive exam fees

The State Board of Education has decided to lower the fees for the comprehensive exams. This decision was made in response to the high cost of the exams, which has been a burden for many students.

The board's decision was based on the recommendation of the State Higher Education Commission, which had conducted a study of the costs of the exams. The commission found that the fees were too high and that they should be reduced.

The board's decision has been met with mixed reactions. Some students and parents are happy with the decision, while others are concerned about the quality of education that will be offered.

The letter

The State News welcomes all letters on subjects of public interest. They should be typed and addressed to the Editor, and state name and address. Strong letters will be selected for publication. Length of letter is limited to 300 words.
Dorm reconsiders coed status

Black political class plans demonstration at concert

By CHASE FLOWERS
State News Staff Writer

A key meeting of the Michigan State Board of Regents, which decided Monday on whether students should support a coed residence hall, Dan Peters, University president, said he might reconsider his position on the issue if the board does not make its decision in a timely manner.

The board met Monday to consider the proposals of the late Michigan House of Representatives Speaker, John A. Conyers, Jr., to build a coed residence hall for men and women students. The board had previously voted against such a plan, but Conyers' proposal would allow the university to have both men and women students in the same building.

Black political leaders, including David Dinkins, mayor of New York City, and Jesse Jackson, president of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), have called for the board to reverse its decision and permit coeducation.

In a letter to Conyers, Saturday, Jackson said, "I am writing to express my strong support for coeducation at Michigan State University.

"I believe that coeducation will not only provide a better education for all students, but also promote racial harmony and understanding.

"I urge the board to consider the many benefits of coeducation and to take action to make it a reality."
Midwestern GOP elects MSU senior as chairman

Kenneth Augh, East Lansing senior, was recently elected an unincorporated, unofficiated chairman of the Midwes Foundation of College Republicans. Senate MSU College Republicans joined 1,200 students from 125 Michigan colleges at the Student Motor Hotel, Indiana, Ind. April 15, 1973, for the Federation’s 18th Annual Student Politics Convention.

Deborah A. Lockyer, Port Huron junior, headed the MSU group. MSU College Republicans have 179 members.

By JOHN JUEL
State News Staff Writer

While standards of living in Cuba have risen sharply in the now middle class, the majority of the population is better off under the new regime, The State News staff editor in residence in Cuba in June, 1969, and Americans should be better informed on the conditions that actually exist in Cuba.

“There’s been a very serious omission on our part in using our democratic privilege of criticizing the style and making it look in our own style, this is the attitude, we have not been able to look at the alternative followed by other countries.”

There is a lot of truth in this.

Life is still very hard in Cuba, Mrs. Rice told the editorial board Tuesday in a meeting to discuss the current Cuban situation.

Mrs. Rice said, “The advantages of the poor have not been adequately used. Cuba’s economy is in a state of disarray, and the situation is worse in the countryside.”

There are many areas of concern, but the major area is the lack of food. The Cuban government is trying to address this issue, but it is a huge challenge.

The government is trying to increase food production, but it is facing many obstacles.

Mrs. Rice also said, “People are being forced to leave the countryside to find work in the cities, where they are exposed to various health risks. The government is trying to provide medical care, but it is facing many difficulties.”

NEW FAMILY IMAGE

Sociologist sees change

By PAULA BRAY
State News Staff Writer

Families are beginning to break down and disintegrate, a sociologist and Thursday at the Family and Child Science Day, sociology on the Family and Institute.

Jesse Bernard, associate research scholar from Pennsylvania State University, and the sociological family change lead in the 15th century with the introduction of the camera, television and the film window.

The sociological family agency for very close relatives, she said. "Either you lose each other or figure things out, not Figuring things out, Bernard predicted.

"I'm not sure what we can look at as a good family today. Before we had examples of a family that's another family, and we hoped everyone could learn from the good family.

"Today's family is not right for everyone," she said. "We want to make people who will fit into a new world society.

"They need a new framework, and the new society gained from a new job on decision to be more on the family.

"If we get six new refrigerators, but our kid goes to the market, what's our problem.

"They're not people who actually know more than their elders.

"Their logic is more about drugs, abortion and all kinds of things that I don't think have any relationship at all and they're not about the family, but it's what we're dealing with.

"We're just calling the wrong things on the real things.

"Not all the things we think are the right things, but they've been around and need one another to get through these times."

Richard Burton Genevieve Bjulid in The Hal Wallis Production of the Anne of the Thousand Days

By IRINE PAPAS
Anthony Quinn, John Colicos

Wallis, the famous producer, brings us a new version of the romantic classic story of Anne Boleyn and Henry VIII. The film stars Anthony Quinn, John Colicos and Irene Papas as Anne of the Thousand Days.

The story of the young queen and her passion for the king is retold in this magnificent film. The acting is superb, and the film is a true epic of its time.
Red Cedar improves with age

By SHARMA STEWART
From the staff Writer

Petition of the Red Cedar is in the health of more than 10-year-old wood and is ready to be harvested, according to a report by the Michigan State Forestry and Fisheries Commission.

"The Red Cedar is in excellent condition," said Richard Ball, director of the Michigan State Forestry and Fisheries Commission. "It is a valuable resource and should be harvested to ensure its continued health and longevity."
ACTING 'FLAWLESS'

'Anne': hollow production

By ROBERT KIPPER
State News Reviewer

Since my initial review of "Anne of the Thousand Days," a number of people have expressed their disagreement with my negative position. I wish that this film study of Anne Boleyn's life might be a positive and valuable addition to the history of the 16th century. Unfortunately, it is not. I am writing this second review, not as a sequel but as a further clarification and defense—of my view.

To begin with, I have no qualms about the acting of Richard Burton as the dashingly dashing king who changed the nation's destiny because of his use of an otherwise unsavable girl and Catherine Deneuve as the unexpected girl who saves power through sheer beauty and seductive sex. Each of the stars has been thoroughly and appropriately utilized as is needed.

It was a failure. My reservations concern the overall, almost hollow production that discredits them.

Another pleasure is the director's obvious undertone of the transitional love affair that changed the course of history. Instead they work for a dramatic effect that the screenwriter is trying to achieve by creating a series of battle scenes between her protagonistic love scenes with various women in which she is never to be found.

The queen's reign is treated with a series of scenes that are presented with a series of possibilities of various storylines with the expected "super" and "super-star." "Anne," the queen, takes the viewer back years of her royal Georgian past with her snappy presentation and excitement of 1600 film styles. Rather than elevate her face and - to the intricacies of her life, the queens of "Anne" have reduced her role to that of a supporting role. Many scenes have inspired to write for such mediocrity, others, myself included, watch it.

"Forbidden Planet" scores highly as sci-fi production

By MAJA State News reviewer

"Forbidden Planet" was a very good year for science fiction. The film's genre reigned supreme. One of the better examples of the genre is "Forbidden Planet," the most recent one to investigate and discover new worlds.

The direction of Fred W. Malm of MGM was brilliant. The screenplay was well written and the acting by the cast was excellent. The special effects were well done and the music by the orchestra was exciting.

"Forbidden Planet" is a classic and a must see for all science fiction fans. It is highly recommended to everyone.
MOTOWN arrives in Mootown!

Live shows by Amargadon, Friday. The Troubadours, Saturday, and the Spirit, Sunday. Heightens the weekend entertainment.

MARCH:

AMARGADON performs on a Friday night at the Main Instrument Building. These Troubadours perform every Saturday in January at the Fishl House, and the Spirit is available for engagements at AMARGADON. Shows begin at 8 p.m., and husky film music. Attendees must be at least 21 years old. Check ads for location and details.

GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER. Stanley Kramer's new comedy about the integration among the upper classes. A tense, powerful, deeply affecting film with great, memorable performances. (5) at the South.

FOOTBALL. (5) at the South. The energy of the game is such that it is no longer necessary to describe the physical aspects of the game. The games are excellent, and the South will emerge as a superior team. Check ads for location and details.

LIVE MUSIC. The Troubadors will be featured on Saturday at the Eastman Theatre. The group is known for its exceptional singing and playing. Check ads for location and details.

WORLD OF THEMC. (5) at the South. An excellent film about the world of the music business. Check ads for location and details.

November:

Harold Barnett. (5) at the South. A timely, well-made film about the problems of the working class. Check ads for location and details.

November:

American singers and songwriters. (5) at the South. An excellent film about the history of American music. Check ads for location and details.

December:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in December. Check ads for location and details.

January:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in January. Check ads for location and details.

February:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in February. Check ads for location and details.

March:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in March. Check ads for location and details.

April:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in April. Check ads for location and details.

May:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in May. Check ads for location and details.

June:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in June. Check ads for location and details.

July:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in July. Check ads for location and details.

August:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in August. Check ads for location and details.

September:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in September. Check ads for location and details.

October:

The Troubadors perform every Saturday in October. Check ads for location and details.
make a grand stand in Garland

Take to easy care, easy wear cotton knit
coordinates this summer. Sleeveless turtleneck
1-top in navy, brown or white. S-M-L $5. Knit pants to
match in a western mood. Navy or brown. 6-16. $12
Striped tank top in red/navy/white. S-M-L $5. Pull-on
knit bermudas in navy or brown. 6-16. $6. Campus Center
and Sportswear, Meridian Mall.

Knapp's
Guest blames ill on denial of objective truth

In the latest fisherman's tale, an Ohio State student who said he felt sick from his students' love started a new fisher's tale.

By JANIE TOPPS

Last week in the talent show, the junior didn't make the final cut. The sophomore just had a shy, kind eye that seemed to characterize the junior's craft. The senior's tone was so full of passion that the junior's heart fell away into an early, watery retirement.

**EXCISE**

The association is the identity of the game to Ohio State, a Chantilly Chantilly for the senior. The junior had a shy, kind eye that seemed to characterize the senior's craft. The senior's tone was so full of passion that the junior's heart fell away into an early, watery retirement.

**SEX, MARRIAGE**

E.L. pastor views love aspects

By JANIE TOPPS

Not since the time of the Rev. Edward H. Williams that one hears a clear voice in a fisher's tale. But the junior's heart fell away into an early, watery retirement.

Orthodox church sets Easter rites

The Ecumenical Orthodox Church sets Easter rites.

**FELLOWSHIP**

As the scene Terry frustrated, the junior's heart fell away into an early, watery retirement.

The junior's heart fell away into an early, watery retirement.

**Easter rites**

The Western Orthodox Church sets Easter rites.

**Choir performs sacred music**

The 900-voice Eastern School choir will present a program of sacred music in the Eastern Orthodox Church, 841 East 19th St. The program will begin at 7 p.m.

**ECOLOGIST SPEAKS**

Special services held

On Sunday School Sundays

A seminary professor who says the doctrine of the day is not the best son of the Church as such, Rev. Daniel T. Thompson, the church's pastor and dean, said that the doctrine of the day is not the best son of the Church as such.

**Seminary prof talks on Sunday Schools**

On Sunday School Sundays

A seminary professor who says the doctrine of the day is not the best son of the Church as such, Rev. Daniel T. Thompson, the church's pastor and dean, said that the doctrine of the day is not the best son of the Church as such.
Michigan batsmen seek to snap CMU win streak

By DAVID WALKER

Executive Sports Editor

MSU Coach Dan Litwhiler will send out veteran Phil Fulton to start Wednesday's game against Central Michigan. Litwhiler is hoping to get back on the winning track after a recent loss to Michigan in Ann Arbor.

Fulton was shaky in a two-inning relief stint against Michigan last week and, in his career, he is 0-5 against the Big Ten. Michigan is 6-0 when scoring three or more runs against Fulton. He has given up 31 runs on 48 hits in 49.2 innings of work this year. Michigan is 15-2-1 in games in which Fulton has given up more than two runs.

Litwhiler said he was not too concerned about Fulton's recent performance against the Spartans. "I'm sure he's going to have a good appearance against Central Michigan," Litwhiler said. "We'll see what happens." Litwhiler said he was not sure if Fulton was scheduled to start or if he would go just a few innings and then be relieved.

Litwhiler said that he was happy about the fact that the Spartans have a good chance to win the Big Ten title this year. He said that the Spartans have a lot of young talent and that he is looking forward to seeing how they perform in the conference.

Litwhiler also said that he was looking forward to seeing how the Spartans perform in the conference.
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Linksmen search for improvement

By OLO GLINN
State News Sports Writer

The sun and dews of the past week could not add to this weekend with the return of the Spartans to the Munn Arena as the Spartans of the Mid-Western Conference.

In their first week of action, the Spartans of the Mid-Western Conference claim a spot in the top ten of the national rankings.

A week ago, the Spartans were ranked 14th. This weekend, the Spartans will face their toughest test yet, as they travel to the state capital for their first meeting.

The team expects to receive a lot of credit for their first win of the season, but everyone knows the road ahead will be tough.

In the game, the Spartans will face a team that is coming off a loss to Michigan State last weekend.

The Spartans are currently without three starters due to injuries sustained last week. The team is also without head coach Dick Taylor due to a personal matter.

However, the team is expected to receive a boost from the return of some key players from last year, including quarterback Brian Daugherty and running back John Robinson.

The team also has some young talent to rely on, including freshman quarterback Alex Smith and sophomore running back Mike Burns.

The Spartans will need to show improved play on both sides of the ball if they hope to compete with the Spartans of the Mid-Western Conference.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS

Trackmen expect improvement

By DOR KOPRIVA
State News Sports Writer

A week ago, the Spartans claimed the title of Mid-Western Conference champions. While the team is excited about the championship, they will need to improve in several areas to remain competitive.

One area that needs improvement is the team's running game. The Spartans were held to just 88 yards rushing in their last game, and will need to find a way to get the ball moving on the ground.

Defensively, the team has struggled throughout the season. While they held the Spartans to just 14 points in their last meeting, they allowed 343 yards of total offense to the Mid-Western Conference champions.

The Spartans will need to step up their play on both sides of the ball if they hope to compete with the Spartans of the Mid-Western Conference.

If you're proud of your campus, show it off - reserve your guests a room at KELLLOGG CENTER

If your parents come to visit you, they might as well be part of the campus scene. Kelllogg Center is located just south of Michigan Ave., minutes away from most MSU parties of interest, such as MSU Art Center, Abrams Planetarium, the Cyclotron, and Beaumont Tower. The State Room, on the main floor, provides excellent reasonable prices. Color Television, Air Conditioning, Radio.

PHONE 332-6571 FOR RESERVATIONS
Sports

Harkness selected as new Red Wing coach

DETROIT (UPI) - Nick Harkness accepted a "long term handshake" Thursday to become coach of the Detroit Red Wings and the NHL's hockey coach-in-residence at Michigan State University last seven years. He was 150-27-2 in that time, rappee off to a perfect 12-0 and the best of the New NCAA rules. "He will be a great assistant to help me bridge the many gaps (between college and professional coaching)," the 48-year-old Harkness said. "Red hockey is hockey wherever it's played."

"I don't feel it's such a transition as it might be a sense of change in the NHL's coaching style," Harkness announced. "I was trained in the NHL's way of coaching and it will be a good experience in helping me bridge the many gaps (between college and professional coaching)."

Harkness, reached at Lowell, Mass., for the past seven years, is a 14-year coaching veteran of the New NHL's rules. "I'll be a great assistant to help me bridge the many gaps (between college and professional coaching)," the 48-year-old Harkness said. "Red hockey is hockey wherever it's played."

"I don't feel it's such a transition as it might be a sense of change in the NHL's coaching style," Harkness announced. "I was trained in the NHL's way of coaching and it will be a great experience in helping me bridge the many gaps (between college and professional coaching)."

Harkness, reached at Lowell, Mass., for the past seven years, is a 14-year coaching veteran of the New NHL's rules. "I'll be a great assistant to help me bridge the many gaps (between college and professional coaching)," the 48-year-old Harkness said. "Red hockey is hockey wherever it's played."

"I don't feel it's such a transition as it might be a sense of change in the NHL's coaching style," Harkness announced. "I was trained in the NHL's way of coaching and it will be a great experience in helping me bridge the many gaps (between college and professional coaching).

McAuliffe the batting hero

As Tigers top Indians, 4-2

DETROIT (UPI) - Dick McAuliffe drove in the tying run with a single and later added to his knitting record in the ninth inning of the second game against the Cleveland Indians Thursday to spark the Detroit Tigers to a 4-2 victory over the Cleveland Indians.

One man, however, is the most impressive of the game. He is the Tigers' first baseman, Dick McAuliffe. In the second inning, with the game tied at 2-2, McAuliffe hit a single and scored the winning run. His performance in the game was truly remarkable.

But the most impressive performance of the night came from Tigers' pitcher Dave Leonhard, who struck out five Cleveland batters in the ninth inning. Leonhard had a perfect game going until the ninth inning, when he allowed a single. But he quickly recovered and retired the next two batters to earn the victory.

Tennis

Mike Matlack and Rick Freeman. Matlack is the top seed and Freeman has been playing well. Matlack is the favorite to win the tournament, and he will face Freeman in the quarterfinals.

Oakland end killed

Oakland Raider tight end Roger Hargrave was run over and killed Wednesday night by a hit-and-run driver. Hargrave, a former University of Michigan star, played pro football for nine years.

IM SOFTBALL SCHEDULE

SUNDAY, APRIL 19

Field: 4-18 p.m.
Case (Women's)
Case (Men's)
Temple (Women's)
Temple (Men's)
S.F.A. (Coed)
Case (Women's)
Case (Men's)
S.F.A. (Women's)
S.F.A. (Men's)
Temple (Women's)
Temple (Men's)
Case (Women's)
Case (Men's)
S.F.A. (Coed)

Lacrosse

Continued from page 12

At either of our two Locations:

310 W. Grand River, East Lansing or
6724 S. Cedar at the N-Way, Lansing

COME IN TODAY AND LIVE A LITTLE

Murphy's Record Riot

FROM THE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

$100 OFF!

ON ALL ALBUMS

PRICED $3.67 OR HIGHER

WITH THIS COUPON

MERIDIAN MALL

MERIDIAN MALL

STORE HOURS

MON.-SAT. 10 AM-9 PM

G. C. MURPHY

Murphy's

Murphy's coupon

Paid for by Murphy's

You are strongly invited to attend a breakfast with a special guest speaker, Prof. William Haight of the M.S.U. Advertising Program. All you have to do is show up. The event will be held on Monday, April 22, at 8:00 a.m., at the Omaha Masters Conference, 2070 Houghton Avenue.

This presentation, sponsored by the Greater East Lansing and Meridian Township Chamber of Commerce in conjunction with the Michigan State News and the East Lansing City Council, is to be of special interest to all Meridian Mall Merchants. We will be expecting you.
**Reduced Fall Rates**

In conjunction with our policy to be the most progressive apartments for MSU students, the new management of Cedar Village has negotiated reduced fall rates with the owners. Reduced fall rates are as follows:

**Ole Cedar Village**
- 12 month leases
  - $240/month
  - $260/month
  - $265/month

**New Cedar Village**
- 12 month leases
  - $250/month
  - $260/month
  - $270/month

- 9 month leases are an additional $5 per person per month.
N-WIND APTS

are now leasing for summer and fall terms

Find out for yourself

NORTHWIND APARTMENTS
2771 NORTHWIND ROAD
EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN

PHONE 337-0636

MODEL OPEN DAILY 9-5 P.M.
Women's action plan

A major argument against the proposed "Superfund" clean-up program is that it will drain local economic resources without providing any benefits to women and girls.

Soviet ship approaching Apollo's splashdown site

Detroit (AP) - A Soviet newpaper reported today that a large Soviet spaceship may be headed for a trip around the moon following a recent launch. The spaceship, said the newspaper, is "constructed of the finest materials and is equipped with the latest technology." A spokesman for the Soviet government confirmed the report, stating: "We have no comment to make on the story." The newsoverseas will undoubtedly cause a stir in the United States, where many believe the Soviet Union is ahead of America in space technology.

COAX SHIP HOME

Apollo nears splashdown

The spacecraft used flashlights to find the space craft, the distant, command module soon rescued the astronaut and put him aboard. A recovery ship was quickly dispatched, and the astronaut was brought to a safety area.

Post office reform

Conditions generally, with some problems, freshman mail service is being expanded. The new service, expected to save $1,000 per month, will be phased in over the next few weeks.

Election

The outcome of the election is still uncertain, with both candidates running strong. The winner is expected to be announced next week.

TO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Prof gives yearbook tips

By EILEEN LERNERT

The key to successful yearbooks is a "sense of history," a "sense of tradition," and a "sense of community," according to the yearbook advisor. The advisor said the key is to have a clear vision for the yearbook and to involve as many students as possible.

Welfare overhaul passes in House

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House passed Thursday its sweeping overhaul of the welfare system, providing a floor order family planning and including the working poor. The measure, backed by the President, goes to the Senate, which probably will act next week.

Chicken licken'

Unlike most birds, the chicken can fly. It is often seen soaring through the sky, only to come crashing back down to earth.

TAPE RECORDING AT ITS BEST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROBERTS 771X</th>
<th>ROBERTS 450-A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classic field head</td>
<td>3-track head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 Watts peak power</td>
<td>All solid state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 15,000 watt index | Sound proofed with;; Wood base
| Expandable range speakers | Walnut base

Big $99.95 NOW $79.95

CONVENIENT TERMS AVAILABLE

THE STEREO SHOPPE

at

Phoeniz, Dufresne, Glendale

CONVENIENT TERMS AVAILABLE

Phone 313-1000

"Golden Guarantee"